Aspects of computer-aided detection (CAD) and volumetry of pulmonary nodules using multislice CT.
With the superb spatial resolution of modern multislice CT scanners and their ability to complete a thoracic scan within one breath-hold, software algorithms for computer-aided detection (CAD) of pulmonary nodules are now reaching high sensitivity levels at moderate false positive rates. A number of pilot studies have shown that CAD modules can successfully find overlooked pulmonary nodules and serve as a powerful tool for diagnostic quality assurance. Equally important are tools for fast and accurate three-dimensional volume measurement of detected nodules. These allow monitoring of nodule growth between follow-up examinations for differential diagnosis and response to oncological therapy. Owing to decreasing partial volume effect, nodule volumetry is more accurate with high resolution CT data. Several studies have shown the feasibility and robustness of automated matching of corresponding nodule pairs between follow-up examinations. Fast and automated growth rate monitoring with only few reader interactions also adds to diagnostic quality assurance.